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        THE FOLLOWING PRESENTATION IS FROM A FICTIONAL LIVESTREAM FOR 

THE MONOCHROME VIDEO GAME. ANY RESEMBLANCES TO CHARACTERS ALIVE, 

DEAD, FICTIONAL, OR REAL, IS PURELY COINCEDENTIAL AND COULD BE 

CONSIDERED A LUCKY GUESS ON THE PART OF THE AUTHOR. 

 

         

        “Welcome,” the host says! “I’m Ron Michelson, and this is VaudeView, the livestreamed 

show about the comedic world of Monochrome! In their world, acting and theatrics are not just 

king, but emperor, and everyone is trying their hardest to become the next big entertainment 

name! However, every sort of industry or art has its own health risks. Wrists get strained, 

acrobatic stunts go wrong, and severe cream pie allergies are discovered at the worst possible 

times. And all of that doesn’t take into account the many different forms Vaudevillians take, 

each of which presents their own challenges to health care workers. That’s why we’ve invited 

Rayel, Otto’s oldest friend and a hospital nurse, to tell us a bit about how doctoring works in a 

world like Monochrome.” 

        The camera pans from the host to the right, where a monochromatic mosquito a little over 

five feet tall with a nurse’s hat is seated on a brown sofa. “Rayel,” Ron says, “you’ve likely seen 

your fair share of bizarre or disturbing injuries from entertainers trying too hard. What are some 

of the worst you’ve seen?” 

         “Well, Ron,” Rayel spoke. “One of my first cases was quite the show. Some doggish stunt 

actor, a beagle I would say, was trying to climb the outside of the clock tower in the Vaudeville 

Center and took a nasty tumble. As well as some of the usual injuries, like broken bones and ink 

loss, he got a telescoped spine.” 

        “Ooh,” Ron winced sympathetically. “I’ll bet he never did anymore stunts after that?” 

        “Actually, he’s fine and still performing today,” Rayel remarked. “I think we had some 

footage of how we treat that sort of injury.” 

        The feed cuts away from the two of them briefly to show Rayel in a Vaudeville OR with a 

patient lying on the table. It’s highly apparent that the patient is in rough shape, their body so 

heavily crushed in on itself that they resemble a fleshy coin with rabbit ears and feet sticking out 

from the flattened sides. After a moment of thought, Rayel grabs the patient’s ears with one 

hand, their feet with the other, and quickly yet forcefully yanks the two in opposite directions. 



Despite being an extremely unorthodox medical procedure to the average human doctor, the 

patient is popped out into a more humanoid shape, looking dazed but much healthier. 

        “Oh,” Ron says as the feed cuts back to the interview, his voice filled with conflicting 

emotions at Rayel’s surprisingly simple medical work. “Well, why don’t you tell us about some 

of the other problems you deal with? I’m sure you see a variety of other medical maladies that 

aren’t caused by performances. Appendix removal? The ol’ ticker not working? Those sorts of 

things?” 

        “Working on tickers, as you call them, is actually not my department, but we do have a few 

doctors trained in working on those. We had a grandfather clock come in the other day who 

needed some help with their ticker not working properly, and Taussig the Ticker Tinkerer 

managed to balance out those tocks. As for appendixes, that’s something that rarely happens with 

us. We did that for a patient once, they were some fantasy author, and they became distraught 

over not being able to explain the history of his world. The appendix was over 900 pages, 

though, so it just had to go, or it’d rupture.” 

        “Well, hope his books are still selling,” Ron said with a slight grimace. “You mentioned 

that the doctors have their specialties, like orthopedics and such. Could you give the audience 

some examples of how some specialties differ compared to how our doctors do their work?” 

        “Of course. One of the more common medical specialties in Vaudeville is anesthesiology. 

Most of the time we’ll give a patient a good dose of Giggle Gas to-”  

        “Ah, nitrous oxide,” Ron interjected.” 

         “…Nitrous what?” 

        “You know, the stuff you give, that’s what it… never mind. Continue.” 

        “Right,” Rayel said, still a bit confused. “Anyway, we usually use Giggle Gas to get them 

laughing themselves unconscious. Unfortunately, its legality has become questionable as of late, 

so we’ve had to go to some older methods.” 

        “What sort of methods do you mean?” 

        “It’s a method I’m sure a lot of your old-school cartoon fans know about, repurposed from 

one of the more classic slapstick props. My colleague Apgar Aardvark can do a demonstration if 

you’d like.”  

        “I’m sure the audience would love a demonstration,” Ron said. “Do we have a clip of his 

work to show?” 

        “He can actually do the demonstration right here. He’s right behind you.” 

        “Oh, pardon me, Apgar. You completely snuck up o”- Ron said as he turned around to see 

an anthropomorphic aardvark, dressed in medical scrubs and swinging a large wooden mallet 

down at Ron’s head. 



        The stream goes silent as the impending assault charge is replaced by a generic ‘signal not 

found’ image. Eventually, the signal returns and instead of showing Rayel and Ron, the video 

feed shows a still picture of Otto. The host’s pre-recorded voice speaks out: 

        “Coming up next: What’s exactly under Otto’s hood? Eight expert artists weigh in with 

their illustrated interpretations!” 


